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Abstract
The problems associated with the formation of a geometric network on a sphere. Determining the position of the
basic elements of the network to allow the field to optimize network basic criteria. Investigated a method of
formation of triangular networks on the sphere. Optimality criteria may be for this the following parameters:
minimum number of elements of the dome sizes, the ability to pre-assembly and prestressing.
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1. Introduction
The problem of optimizing a triangular geometric network on the sphere by the minimum sizes of elements
already becoming the author of various systems of spherical cutting Chebyshev, BV Miryaevym etc.
(Alekseevskii, D.V. et al, 1993; Burago, Y. D. et al, 2005; Miryaev, B.V., 2012). In all cases, there was one or
more circuits cuttings spheres using mainly a symmetry axis of the main lines, the parallel lines of the cross
sections sphere portions compatibility regular polyhedrons faces. Obviously, the placement on the sphere of right
and wrong hexagons inscribed, flat shapes or composed in turn of spherical triangles (see Figure 1, b) is the
optimal solution in the form of the network formed on the basis of the minimum radii of the circles, ie is circles
on a sphere, obtained at the touch of three adjacent circles whose centers are at the shortest distance from each
other (Tupolev, M. S., 1969; Travush, V. I. et al, 2013). Spherical quadrilateral with given sides has a maximum
when inscribed in a circle. This direction is actively developed by foreign scientists, and by Novosibirsk school
in Russia (M’Clelland, W. J. & Preston, T. A., 1886; Bretschneider, C. A., 1842; Lienhard, W., 2011; Software
Scilab). Hexagon panels, inscribed into the circles with the minimum radii will have minimum sizes and squares
for given sum of planes triangular network on the sphere. In this case, the elements of the network will have a
minimum length, as will be at the shortest distance from the center of the circles, shapes, inscribed in a circle,
will also have a minimum size. Education regular hexagons in this network may as a special case. Thus, for each
option of cutting, we know the optimal solution for a minimum of material (length elements) - is the placement
of a hexagon inscribed in a circle, and in the first version every three adjacent circles touch each other. Each
optimization decisions on other criteria will be as follows for the best - "postoptimal" (Annaswamy, A. M. & Loh,
A. P., 1999; Bourbaki N., 1990; Hartskhorn, R., 1970; Alexandrov, P.S., 1975).
2. The Main Part
Thus, the optimization of triangular geometric network on the sphere by the minimum sizes of elements can be
represented as postoptimization and solved placement in the system wrong hexagons inscribed minimum size of
the maximum regular hexagons, for example, in compatible spherical triangles (segments) of the sphere with
circuits cutting shown in Figure 1a, b. Also applications of the symmetry properties of parallel lines and the main
areas where such cutting opportunities should be implemented central symmetry circles (Banga, S. et al., 2014;
Burdette, A. C., 1971). On the diagram of Figure 1 shows the placement of the circumscribed circle of hexagons
in a spherical triangle (compatible segment of the sphere) with interior angles 36, 90 and 60 °.
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2.1 Definition of Position of the Centers of Circles of Hexagons
When optimizing a triangular network using symmetry properties of circles and spheres of the main lines can be
identified as one of the tasks - determination of the centers of the circles hexagons (Figures 1 a, b: the centers of
the first rows of hexagons O0, O1, O2). In Figure 1 it is shown how to correct spherical hexagon (right triangle)
the largest radius is located on the axis of symmetry as the smallest angle bisectors of any triangle on the sphere.
On this basis, we determine the position of the center O of a regular hexagon in the spherical triangle with
internal angles A, B, C.
Compose using relations Nаpier (Granino, A., 1968), the system of equations (1)
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where: e - bisector arc from vertex A to a polar angle of arbitrary spherical triangle with acute angles (see Figure
1); x - radius of the circle describing the regular hexagon (shown in the problem statement in the figure as a
spherical equilateral triangle) as the polar angle; y - an arc from vertex A to the center of the circle
circumscribing the equilateral triangle as the polar angle; z - this side of the equilateral triangle as the polar angle;
A, B and C are arbitrary spherical triangle vertices; A and D, respectively, the interior angles in any spherical
triangle on a sphere.
2.2 Elementary Transformations
Through Elementary Transformations, We Obtain:
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Denote half the interior angles for vertex A as A, arc e as polar angle EA = e = x + y, arc FA = d. Given that x =
ey, and introducing the notation: ke = tg e, t = tg y, we obtain
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Figure 1. Layouts flat or spherical hexagons in a triangular network optimization problems using the symmetry
properties of circles and spheres of the main lines (shown in gray regular polygons) and - hemisphere by cutting
a triangular network in 3840 as a polyhedron composed of compatible spherical triangles (segments representing
the sixth face of the icosahedron); b - the layout of the flat hexagonal segment with internal angles 36, 90, 60
degrees in solving the optimization problem of the triangular network using the symmetry properties of circles
and spheres of the main lines (main lines are axes within a spherical segment); c - circuit for determining the
position of the center O of the minimum radius of a regular hexagon (or equilateral triangle) in the spherical
triangle with arbitrary internal angles A, B, C
Divide both sides of equation (6) to cos
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Finally, by introducing in equation (7), the coefficient
−
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Apply the results to solve the problem in the case of an isosceles triangle with an angle 2A = 60°. Determine the
bisector on the specified sides of a spherical triangle. Consider a triangle with the bisector of equal
e = 20.90516288636°.
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Then the estimated coefficients, the following expression:
= tg

= 0.3819661 ,

= tg

= 0.5773503.

Thus, equation (8) takes the form
0.7013673

− 0.9549153

+ 0,1580563

− 0,3819661 + 0,0972654 = 0.

Conditions of the problem, the root of the equation t = 0,02487930 satisfies problem where we find y =
13,971137°. Then determined the radius and position of the center of a regular hexagon minimum radius x =
6,9340259°. To solve the problem use the freely available software Scilab 5.4.1 - The free platform for
Numerical Computation (analogue Matlab) (Analytical Geometry., 1963; Advanced Calculus with Linear
Analysis., 1972; Advanced Calculus and Vector Field Theory., 1966).
3. Findings
The resulting solutions will realize the scope of approximation algorithms triangular geometric network with the
maximum number of regular hexagons and prepare options for optimizing section sphere.
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